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Coaxing sense from the jumble: Neuroplasticity describes how the brain's cells re-organise in 

response to new experience.  

"Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding." A cherubic toddler pretending to ring a bell? Not quite. The speaker is 

actually Scott Matthews, a multi-media producer, sifting through what remains of his language to say 

"train" to his wife. 

On a winter's morning in 2013 Scott, just shy of his thirty-eighth birthday, was readying the kids for 

school when he found himself doubled up over the kitchen bench unable to see or talk. But he could 

still think, and two thoughts in particular made an impression: "I love my kids" and, "I'm going to 

die".  

If it's not to wither into redundancy the injured brain needs whipping, not coddling.  

Four weeks later, neurosurgeons, whose scalpels can shave away a person's identity with each 

millimetre, were cutting a tumour from Scott's brain. The surgery cost him four litres of blood, his 

peripheral vision and – a knife to the heart for the fan of Franz Kafka and William Blake – his ability 

to read and write.  

 



New research on neuroplasticity - how the brain can make new connections even into adulthood - 

may help people like Scott Matthews recover from traumatic brain injury. Photo: Simon Schluter  

But the routing of his language went further. Waking from the haze of intensive care, Scott's word 

stock was trimmed to just a couple of expletives and, weirdly, the number "32", a condition called 

aphasia.  

A course of rehab and 18 months later Scott's vocabulary is popping back like spring buds but his 

conversation  remains peppered with the circumlocutions that, like "ding, ding, ding", stand in for the 

words that still won't come. 

We meet in Scott's brightly renovated California bungalow. His coal black eyes fix on me from under 

a lank dark mop of hair and energy pulses from his diminutive frame. Scott is less disabled than I 

expected, plucking words from a free-flowing stream that is lucid at the surface but often turbid at 

its deeper reaches.  

Across it all Scott's slender hands gesture like a conductor's baton coaxing sense from the jumble. A 

fine arts graduate, he soon leads me to a wall plastered with paintings of spindly fingers that lengthen 

and intertwine until they look uncannily like the trailing axons of brain cells. 

It's easy to picture Scott swinging down from his office in hip Balaclava to one of the nearby cafes for 

a chat and a caffeine hit, but when he passes me his iPhone it becomes clear this is a lost ritual 

keenly felt. The bright screen beams out the phrase at the top of his lexical wish list: "One espresso 

please". These days he places orders with the barista in silence. 

But a new science offers hope this simple request may soon be Scott's to utter again. 

Neuroplasticity describes how the brain's branching and interconnecting network of cells re-

organises in the face of new experience. Connections are made, links strengthened and new cells 

born in a rearrangement that could mean greater scope for adult learning than was thought possible. 

The recent consensus was that plasticity only happened in early life; once critical circuits like sight 

and hearing were laid down and the gel set, that configuration was yours for life. But contemporary 

science, made palatable to the masses by Canadian psychiatrist Norman Doidge's bestselling The 

Brain that Changes Itself and his just-released sequel The Brain's Way of Healing, upends the 

orthodoxy.  

It seems we sculpt new brain pathways well into adult life, and maybe right up till stumps. The 

research has spawned a slew of brain training games popular among habitual car key losers and 

others eager to fend off cognitive decrepitude. But it has also raised hope of fuller recovery from 

brain injury. 

The idea of a malleable brain is not new. In 1890, Harvard Psychology Professor William James 

argued that physical skills become easier because practice creates the most efficient brain pathway.  

The evolutionary force that drove learning was time. In pre-history time was short. That meant the 

prey quickest to fear the predator had the edge. And rapid understanding of which plants were 

nutritious and which were poisonous meant faster calories in and less energy out. Time was a great 

teacher (even if it did kill all its pupils) and its preferred method was neuroplasticity. 

In 1948, Canadian psychologist Donald Hebb lobbed an incendiary into the halls of neuroscience that 

blew people away with its simplicity. He said that when two brain cells are active at the same time 

the links between them get stronger. And in case anyone forgot he threw in a mnemonic too: "cells 

that fire together wire together".  



If you eat orange berries and get sick, the brain cells that recognise the berries start talking to the 

cells that make you feel sick. Pretty soon the message that orange berries aren't much chop is loud 

and clear. 

And when demands are high it looks like the brain can roll out new connections. In 2004, 

neurologist Bogdan Draganski taught 12 people to do a basic juggle – the three ball cascade – and 

then scanned their brains after three months of practice. The jugglers had bulked up the brain bits 

that perceive objects in space. But after three idle months, like gym junkies on the slide, the brain 

gain had vanished. Use it or lose it.   

Back in Scott's kitchen, our conversation has trailed off and he leads me to the airy front room 

where a drum kit lies idle in the bay window. His band played experimental music, Scott multi-

tasking on lyrics, lead vocals and percussion to weave eerie, otherworldly tunes.  

Scott straddles the drum stool and brings on a beat, tentative but steady, hampered by a wayward 

foot and a right arm with its own ideas. But it's not just the music that's left him. Scott was robbed 

of the more prosaic necessities of pin numbers and computer passwords. The surgeon's knife cuts 

without favour, dispelling high art and the humdrum alike. 

The strongest evidence that neuroplasticity might be harnessed in Scott's aphasia rehabilitation 

comes from people with stroke. In its typical incarnation a blood clot starves oxygen to the brain 

leaving you paralysed down one side. In the first few months the shocked brain hunkers down in a 

kind of power-saving mode but as it emerges from hibernation some movement returns. 

The problem is, by this time many survivors have already given up on the stroked-out limbs and are 

using the good side for everything. This, according to neuroscientist Edward Taub, is about the 

worst thing you can do.  

If it's not to wither into redundancy, the injured brain needs whipping, not coddling. Taub 

recommends bondage and discipline too. He takes healthy arms out of action with slings and 

sidelines good hands in mittens so the only option left is for weak limbs to try harder. 

Step by baby step they shake off the torpor of paralysis by writing, throwing a ball or walking. There 

is a 30 per cent improvement on offer but those who lack tenacity need not apply: therapy demands 

obedience six hours a day for six weeks and the watchwords are focus and attention, which you 

need in spades. 

But Scott isn't paralysed. His goal is a short phrase to buy a dark aromatic liquid in a grail of white 

porcelain, so can this tack work for him? According to Cambridge Psychology Professor Friedemann 

Pulvermüller, it can. 

Pulvermüller thinks that just as people with stroke give up too early on their bad side, people 

deprived of speech give up too early trying to talk. Understandably, if all you can say is "f---, s---" or 

"32" there is little incentive to keep on and the erstwhile speaker resorts instead to gesticulation, 

drawing or smart phone apps for life's basics, like ordering coffee. 

If Taub is a martinet for moving weak limbs, Pulvermüller is censorious in the face of these 

compensations for lost language. He has groups of speechless people play a game whose aim is to 

gather pairs of cards printed with objects like a sun or a rock. The rule is that speech alone must be 

used to ask for the missing card – air drawing and doodling are banned  – and so, the theory goes, 

words are compelled back into the phrasebook. 

But for Scott this labour-intensive therapy is a bridge too far. Not only is it difficult to access locally 

but Scott is prone to a crippling fatigue, typical in brain injury, that can sideline him for hours. There 

is, however, another approach that exploits language's deep entanglements with almost everything 

we do. 



Language has abiding ties with action. Way back in the primal marsh getting the attention of a 

clansman probably meant shouting and waving. Fast forward to modern neuroscience and scans 

show that merely uttering the words "pick, kick and lick" activates brain areas that control 

movement of the hand, leg and tongue; it makes good sense that if you think something 

you're preparing to do it.  

The upshot is that coaxing words back from oblivion should be easier when you are doing the thing 

you want to be saying. On this formula Scott should practise saying "espresso" when he's actually 

making one himself. 

But the links of language run even deeper. Take a moment to reflect on the word "cat". You might 

have conjured a feline shape but also the tactile pleasure of stroking a tabby, the memory of its 

engine-like purr, or the acrid smell as its spray festered on your hand-knotted Persian rug. 

"Cat" is no island in the brain but a part of the whole. When I asked Associate Professor Miranda 

Rose, an aphasia researcher at Melbourne's La Trobe University, she suggested I see "cat" nestling in 

a network of brain cells that is "hot" towards the centre and "cooler" at the periphery. 

Overt cues like a cat picture will trigger "hot" retrieval of the word, but something as subtle as furry 

fabric could evoke "cat" at the penumbra of the network. Rose argues that the gestures and 

scribbles vetoed by Pulvermüller in fact operate at these outer zones as critical cues for word 

retrieval. From this perspective, should Scott deploy his artistry and instruct the barista with a 

sketch of an espresso, it can only help.  

If language is entwined with life itself so too, it seems, is brain plasticity. Professor Anthony Hannan 

from Melbourne's Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health told me that rodents with 

strokes and brain injury show dramatic benefits from an enriched environment of toys, burrows and 

playmates.  

And a recent study of people with brain injury found that reading, puzzles, problem-solving, 

socialising and exercise all promoted neuroplasticity. It seems that just being in the world, in its 

fullest sense, holds out major promise for those clambering from the abyss of brain trauma. 
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Aphasia is difficulty talking, understanding, reading and writing. Aphasia does not affect intelligence. 

 The most common causes of aphasia are stroke, brain injury, tumours and brain 

infections. The incidence of aphasia is estimated from its most common cause, stroke;  

 In 2012 in Australia 49,066 people had a stroke. In one study of stroke in an Australian 

hospital 37.2% had aphasia. On this estimate there were 18, 253 new cases of aphasia in 

2012 

Source: Federal Parliamentary Inquiry into Prevalence of different types of speech, language and 

communication disorders and speech pathology services in Australia 
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